In the eighteenth century traveling was romantic. Most of the highways were only bridal paths.

The order of mammals that monkeys and men belong to is the pirates.

The leading character in the Merchant of Venice is Shylock.

Hard water is bad for household uses because it scratches the furniture.
CRIMSON AND WHITE

HI-Y BOYS TO NEW YORK WILL SEE FOOTBALL GAME

A few members of the Milne chapter of HI-Y are planning to attend the Columbia-Penn football game, at Baker Field in New York, on Saturday, October 16. They have made arrangements to leave Friday and return on Sunday. During their visit in New York they will stay at Columbia University. Those making the trip are: Seeley Funk, James McClure, Roger Orton, Leonard Benjamin, Ernestus Davis, Jack Skinner, and Martin Grossy.

TUTION AND TAX ARE DUE OFFICE SETS DEADLINE

Miss Solomon has announced that the students of Milne must pay their tuition by today. Checks should be made out payable to C. J. Day, treasurer of State College.

The office requested also that students pay their student tax as soon as possible. The deadline for payment of the tax is October 22. Anyone desiring to pay his tax by check should make it out to Thomas Kinseley.

STEINHARDT AND MARX BUSINESS MANAGERS

The Crimson and White announces the appointment of Franklin Steinhardt and Herbert Marx to their staff as business managers. Both Mr. Steinhardt and Mr. Marx have been prominent in journalism in this school. They have worked together as advertising managers of the Crimson and Milne magazine. For several years they have been co-editors of "The Time-Ticker," an independent newspaper of Milne.

Other changes in the staff are the promotion of Betty Barden from reporter to associate editor and Dick Poland as printer.

COUNCIL DISCUSSES ASSEMBLY LEADERS WILL SPEAK

The student council will sponsor the Senior High School reception in the State College commons tonight from 9 p.m. to 12 p.m. The council invites everyone to attend this social event. The main purpose of the reception is to welcome the sophomore class to senior high school. There will be a variety of things to do as well as dancing. Barton Zabin and his orchestra will furnish the music for those who wish to dance. Ping-pong and other games will be available for others. The first social event of the year should receive the support of every student.

Seeley Funk is the general chairman of this social. Lois Kemblitt is in charge of the decorations, assisted by Dick Andrews. Kenneth Lasher and Seeley Funk secured the orchestra. The dance will be informal.

MISS HITCHCOCK ANNOUNCED THAT VARSITY PRACTICE WILL START ONE WEEK FROM TODAY

The Girls Athletic Club elected Ruth Rasp vice-president at their first meeting of the year last Wednesday, December 14th, president, was in charge of the meeting. The other new officers are: Joan McDermott, secretary; Ann Hunting, treasurer; Joyce Harlock, critic; Jacqueline Townsend, sargent-at-arms; Marjorie Skorton, chairman of games; and Mary Winsbury, reporter to the Crimson and White.

Miss Hitchcock announced that Varsity practice will start one week from today, October 22. The team will play their first game October 29 with Bethlehem Central as their opponents.

This is the first year that the club has had a chairman of games. Since the new schedule allows the athletic clubs to meet every other week, a longer time allotted for the meeting, it is necessary to have a definite program of entertainment when the business meeting is over. It is the duty of the new chairman of games to assume responsibility for this part of the period.

NOTICE

Last year an English III class here in Milne wrote and published a booklet entitled, Opportunities of Milne. This booklet is ready for distribution. Anyone wishing one of the booklets, please see the student council representative in his home room.

COUNCIL SPONSORS RECEPTION MUSIC BY BARTY RASP AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Tonight in the State College Commons the Student Council will conduct its annual reception from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. The Council invites everyone to attend this social event. The main purpose of the reception is to welcome the sophomore class to senior high school. There will be a variety of things to do as well as dancing. Barton Zabin and his orchestra will furnish the music for those who wish to dance. Ping-pong and other games will be available for others. The first social event of the year should receive the support of every student.
YE OLDE EDITOR THOUGHT THAT PERHAPS THIS YEAR THERE WOULD NOT BE ANY NECESSITY FOR AN EDITORIAL ON EATING OUTSIDE THE CAFETERIA AND ANNEX. BUT AS USUAL, STUDENTS HAVE BEEN SEEN THOUGHTLESSLY DISOBEYING THE RULES OF THE SCHOOL BY TAKING FOOD INTO THE HALLS AND CLASSROOMS OF MILNE.

YEARS AFTER YEAR, PUPILS ARE REQUESTED TO OB ay THIS PERFECTLY REASONABLE RULE THAT NOTHING TO EAT MAY BE TAKEN OUT OF THE CAFETERIA AND ANNEX. AND EVERY YEAR, AN IDENTITY SITUATION ARISES WHEN SOME STUDENTS INsist UPON SHARING, GUM AND EATING CANDY IN THE MILNE BUILDING.

SENIOR HIGH STUDENTS SHOULD BE ESPECIALLY CAREFUL OF THE IMPRESSION THAT THEY MAKE ON THE YOUNGER PUPILS. THE OLDER STUDENTS ARE OPT TO BE MINICEd BY THE YOUNGER IN ACTIONS SUCH AS THIS, WHEN A BAD HABIT MAY BE ACQUIRED. SO MAKE IT A HABIT TO EAT ALL YOU WANT WHILE YOU ARE STILL IN THE ROOM PROVIDED FOR THE PURPOSE.

EVERYONE OF US HAS MADE A TOUR OF INSPECTION THROUGH THE NEW CAFETERIA BY NOW I PRESUME. IF YOU HAVEN'T, YOU'LL FIND IT WORTH YOUR WHILE TO PEAK IN AND SEE THE NEW ART ROOM, HOME ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT AND THE LITTLE THEATRE.

ONE OF THEM REPRESENTS A GREAT ADVANCE IN MAKING OUR SCHOOL BETTER AND MORE MODERNLY Equipped. THE HOME ECONOMICS UNIT IS NOW A LARGE, SUNNY AND WELL-VENTILATED ROOM WHICH MAKES COOKING OR SEWING MORE DELIGHTFUL THAN EVER. THE ART ROOM HAS A SHINY NEWNESS THAT SHOULD HELP OUR YOUNG ARTISTS IN THEIR WORK AND LEAD, BUT NOT LEAST, THE LITTLE THEATRE PROVIDES A MUCH NEEDED PLACE FOR PLAY REHEARSALS, CHEER LEADING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES IN A ROOM THAT IS WELL-FITTED FOR THE PURPOSE.

ALL IN ALL, THE STUDENTS OF MILNE ARE DELIGHTED WITH THEIR NEW BUILDING AND DELIGHTED WITH THEIR NEW BUILDING WITH IT. LET US HOPE THAT THE RESULTS OF OUR OWN ACTIONS THIS YEAR, BOTH SCHOLASTIC AND SOCIAL, WILL LEAVE US WITH THE SAME FEELING OF PRIDE AND ACCOMPLISHMENT THAT WE HAVE IN OUR NEW BUILDING.

BEAUTY AND THE BEASTS

I THINK YOU'LL ALL AGREE THAT THE CAMPUS IN FRONT OF MILNE ADDS A GREAT DEAL TO THE BEAUTY OF THE BUILDING. THE LOVELY, OLD TREES LINING THE WALK ALONG WESTERN AVENUE, THE NIACE GREEN LAWN, THE SHRUBBERY PLANTED NEAR OUR OWN BUILDING ALL HELP TO GIVE AN EXTREMELY ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE TO MILNE.

THERE IS ONE EYESORE IN THIS ALMOST PERFECT PICTURE. YOU KNOW WHAT WE MEAN BY THAT. THE BROWN SPOTS AT THE CORNERS OF THE SIDEWALKS WHICH HAVE BEEN MADE BY THE TRAMPING OF MANY FEET OVER THEM. THIS IS A SITUATION THAT CAN BE AVOIDED WITH A LITTLE CARE. THE SIDEWALKS, NOT THE GRASS, WERE MADE TO WALK ON.

WHEN ONE IS IN A HURRY IT DOES SEEM A BIT QUicker TO "CUT CORNERS". BUT WHEN YOU STOP TO THINK, THE SECOND (THE TIME SAVED IS ALMOST TOO SMALL TO COUNT) YOU SAVE IS HURDLY WORTH THE CONSEQUENCE IT BRINGS. THOSE UGLY, BROWN SPOTS ARE NOT THINGS TO BE PROUD OF. YET, THE STUDENTS OF MILNE, ESPECIALLY THE YOUNG ONES, PERMIT IN MAKING THEM WORSE WITH EVERY CHANCE THEY GET.

PLEASE START NOW TO CHANGE THIS HABIT. NEXT SPRING THE RESULTS WILL CERTAINLY BE GRATIFYING IF EVERYONE WILL HELP TO CARRY OUT OUR GOOD INTENTIONS. LET'S ALL GET TOGETHER ON THIS IMPROVEMENT THAT WE CAN MAKE JUST BY OURSELVES. IT WILL BE WORTH WHILE.


**SOCIETIES**

Quin:

Quotations were taken from Robert L. Stevenson, Margaret Charles gave the works and Marjorie Sherman, the life. The remainder of the period was taken up with discussion of new members.

Theta Nu:

The coming dance to be sponsored by the two boys' societies took up a large part of the meeting and the remainder consisted of discussion of new members and initiation.

Sigma:

There was discussion of the Rush and Esther Stulmaker showed some plans for invitations. Committee for a play that is to be given as part of the Rush was chosen. The girls are as follows: Marjorie Stanton, Betty Douglass, Miriam Friend, Betty Barden and Barbara Steger. On the food committee are: Chairman, Lucille Armistead, Juste Junsin, Menee Glass, Virginia Kelsey, and Ruth Rose.

It was suggested that instead of giving a biography and life of an author a book report should be given. Lucille Armistead volunteered to give the first report.

The meeting was adjourned with singing of the Sigma song.

Adelphi:

The coming Society Dance was the main topic of discussion, while the new members were secondary.

**GROUPS TO MEET NEXT WEEK**

The meeting of the Dramatics Club was called to order by Roger Orton. The registration for groups was completed.

The club discussed the Christmas Plays. The designing of the sets and costumes will be done by the art classes. The costumes will be made by the Home Economics department.

Next week the different groups will meet in their respective rooms. The first Friday of every month will be used as a joint business meeting of all the groups.

FRENCH CLUB TO SELL CANDY

The meeting of the French Club was called to order by Mary Winshurst. The members of the club plan to start their candy sale in the near future. Everyone is urged to cooperate and make the sale a success.

**EXCHANGEES**

HOW TO BE SCHOOL NUISANCE - NO. 1

Upon reaching school at morning
Do you enter with a run
Do you linger in the halls
Will you first class has begun?

Then, do you dash into the room
Disturbing teacher's talk
And set yourself by a blackboard
For some fun at throwing chalk?

Do you fail to take assignments
When the teacher gives them out?
Do you during six weeks tests
Just sit around and wait?

When the bell at last does ring,
Do you dash out of the door?
Knocking smaller classmates down?
And leaving paper on the floor?

Do you slide down the hallways
Dodging one and then another?
Because he won't lend his pencil
Do you fight with little brother?

Do you chew gum during class time?
And shoot paper wads at Larry?
Do you spend all your time
Making eyes at Ruth and Mary?

While in your car at lunch time,
Do you drive so very wild?
That you almost hit a teacher
Or run over a small child?

Are you absent in the afternoon
And think nobody knows it?
When everybody can guess
That you're taking in the shows.

Is all you go to school for
Just to have a lot of fun?
If you answer these questions "yes"
You're High School Nuisance
Number One.

"Starfrost"

Gladiateur, Texas

**H-Y TO SPEND WEEKEND IN NEW YORK**

President Jack Beagle conducted the first meeting of the H-Y. Other officers for the year are Martin Creesy, vice-president, Jack Skinner, secretary, Seely Funk, treasurer, Seth Wheeler, Sergeant-at-Arms.

The club discussed the possible new members. The plans for the coming trip to New York this weekend were completed. Some of the fellows will leave Friday night and the rest on Saturday morning.
JOE'S COLUMN

OR

THE NUTMEG GRINDER

After hearing the comments on our last week's column we wonder if it is under good management after all. When one pauses to think, the Timeticker was truly a wonderful magazine. Anyhow-her is our first item.

1. We certainly have a wonderful personality in the being of our curly headed sweety pie, Dapper Doug M.' He visited Milne the other day, and was he happy? It's a long Trip to Delmar, Doug.

2. We wonder if the writer of this column knows enough English to pass for Midge Stanton's teacher at their conference tonight. Please address the answer to Joe, Midge.

3. Eddie Sternfelt changes girls as often as he changes his shirt. Often. When last seen, he was going towards the park, in the company of jetm Tarsus.

4. The management of this column does not like to point, and we certainly do not desire to make false claims, but what on earth makes Ken Lahser pay more attention to Virginia Kelsey, in the seat ahead, than to the English teacher?

5. Let's all get together and wish Jack B. a happy evening at the Sage dance as sir. He and Betty will drop around to the reception first, so you will all have plenty of opportunity.

INTERMURAL TOUCH FOOTBALL

Started last Thursday at Beverwick Park. The teams were composed of the different homerooms. Homeroom 228 defeated Homeroom 129 by a score of 12-6. A thrilling pass attack was displayed by Homeroom 228. After a series of brilliant runs, Homeroom 129 scored with a short pass over the scrimmage line. Homeroom 224 and 130 battled to a scoreless tie. The teams were evenly matched and it was a hard fought battle. Homeroom 130 made one touchdown which did not count as one of the players in the line was offside when the ball was snapped back. In the final game of the day, a contest between Homeroom 333 and Homeroom 328, neither team could get an edge. Homeroom 329 emerged victorious by a score of 2-0. This homeroom had an advantage as they had the wind behind them. The score was the result of a touchback.

The girls have finally gotten into the full swing of the Hockey games. They have been divided into first and second teams, learned the basic rules, and, in general, had fun.

I believe we are going to have a very, very successful season. Hockey has proven itself very popular with the high school girls. Their attendance proves it. However, if more girls did come out, we could have more intramural games. Anyway, Miss Hitchcock is pleased with the way the girls have behaved. It is a well known fact that if the girls cooperate with their director, they all would have more fun.